encyclopedic grasp of antiquities, for example,
to subtly support such works as the Roman map
fragments in this exhibition.
Tom Lollar was brought up in Michigan,
moving from Detroit to Kalamazoo when he was
a young boy, in a family with deep artistic roots
(on his mother’s side, his great grandfather was
the distinguished Cornish architect and sculptor
Alfred Pellow, and one of his great uncles carved
the granite for Grant’s tomb). His early propensity for drawing was fostered during afternoons
in the Kalamazoo Museum as well as in the venerable and deep Old Master collection at the Detroit Institute of Fine Arts. As an undergraduate
at Western Michigan University, in 1971 he won
a research grant to return to St. Ives, devoting his
six months abroad to a thorough study of contemporary British ceramics. He visited the studios of Bernard Leach, the eminence grise of the
genre and a brilliant example of the elevation of
ceramics to a sculptural medium, as well as the
brilliant English sculptor Barbara Hepworth. His
swift development as an artist led to the essential mode in which he continues to work, using
architectural forms often in combination with
elegantly inscribed drawings of great historic
buildings in the construction of vessels, murals,
fragments and sculpture that have made their
way into a number of distinguished public and
private collections (one of the most monumental and exquisite was, sadly, destroyed with the
World Trade Center in 2001).
At 28, Lollar made the move to Manhattan,
where he quickly established himself not only as
a teacher of ceramics and sculpture at Parsons
School but as a young art dealer. He recalls dinner
parties and country weekends with such luminaries as Horst, and breakfasts at Tiffany’s sitting
next to Paloma Picasso, Gene Moore, the ebullient director of visual design of the firm in those
days, and Dorothy Loudon. Eventually as an educator he moved from Parsons to Columbia University’s Teachers College, where his courses on

ceramics and sculpture are still among the most
popular fine arts electives, and his own work
was gaining wider recognition, finding its way
into such collections as the Smithsonian Institutions/Cooper Hewitt museum and the Museum
of Arts and Design Museum as well as a number
of corporations and private collections. He took
over the Lincoln Center print program in 1993,
guiding it to becoming the most successful projects of its kind worldwide and working with such
distinguished artists as Chuck Close, Helen Frankenthaler, Donald Baechler, Sol LeWitt, Robert
Motherwell and others too numerous to mention
here. He has continued to apply his printmaking
expertise to editions that have recently benefitted
the Tel Aviv Museum and Momenta Brooklyn.
Thomas Lollar was a visiting artist in Rome
long enough to fathom the complexity of this artistic conundrum, that poses art’s status as a permanent meditation on time even as it witnesses
the inevitable advance of fragmentation. The
poetry of these pieces offers a beautiful pressure
pushing back against that inevitability.
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All Over the Map

Recent Ceramic Fragments
by Thomas Lollar
Essay by Charles A. Riley II, PhD

Rome that art Rome’s one sole last monument,
Rome that alone hast conquered Rome the town,
Tiber alone, transient and seaward bent,
Remains of Rome.
— Ezra Pound, “Rome”

Rome Fragment - Esquiline Hill, 24” x 20” x 1.5”

The key to discovering both the beauty and
meaning of this exhibition of the recent work of
Thomas Lollar is an expressively redrawn (by the
artist) ancient plan of Rome. It began as a palimpsest of five lyrically brushed lines, calligraphic
and undulating through thick and gossamer thin,
over a delicately colored, twentieth-century map
of Rome (note the pale greens and ruled red lines
under the drawing), with one swiftly but surely
constructed rendering of the Arch of Constantine. From three, Lollar deftly sketched a slightly
more rectilinear group of twelve fragments,
across five of which the Tiber meanders in a
vague diagonal, animated in its course by a rhythmic scribble. Once on clay, the linear vocabulary
of the series is inscribed, a chance to appreciate
the pressure as well as direction of Lollar’s sure
hand. Maps are a crucial source for many of Lollar’s most important works, in both marble and
ceramic. The ceramic fragments, many of which
serve as the basis for large-scale murals, as well
as the marble fragments perform a delicate dance
with their historic subject matter, occupying with
elegant ease the dual stages of document and
beautiful drawing. The long legato lines of the
Tiber wander through the tighter geometries of
the urban grid, humanized by Lollar’s freehand
(as opposed to ruled) rendering of their outlines,
adding a softly wavering line where strict rectilinearity might cool down the effect. These maps are
the direct result of Lollar’s immensely productive
year as a visiting artist scholar at the American
Academy of Rome, where the physical topography complemented the planar inspiration of the
maps he studied and re-interpreted in both drawings and in other media.
Like Balthus, Corot, Degas, Carpeaux, Poussin, Twombly and so many other artists for whom
a Roman sojourn proved the key to an entire

vault of source material, Lollar made the most of
Rome. In his case, he couples the jigsaw fascination of an archaeological find with a distinctly
Modernist flair that owes some of its elegance
to his keen interest in Austrian and German Expressionism. Lollar has for some time been an
avid collector of many types of art and antique,
including a number of important Expressionist
drawings and prints as well as rare books (including guide books, an intriguing detail), maps, decorative objects and furniture. As the artist notes,
“Collecting is hugely influential as I have amassed
a library of travel guides to ancient Rome dating
back to the fifteenth century along with examples
of Etruscan, Greek and Roman artifacts. German
Expressionist prints and drawings and academic
drawings of Rome from the seventeenth through
the nineteenth centuries all influence my creative thinking.” Enjoying the referential play of
work as art historically informed as Lollar’s is
an absorbing game in itself, and Lollar offers a
number of clues to the influences, from Giambattista Piranesi, the endlessly inventive virtuoso
of architectural draughtsmanship and printmaking, to ancient fresco painters, fifth century BC
Greek pottery painters along with German Expressionists such as Oskar Kokoschka and Max
Beckmann. “All speak to me and have a strong
influence,” he freely offers. The echoes of Piranesi
are particularly redolent, and it is the Piranesi
of the sun-filled piazzas in the Vedute di Roma
(circa 1770-1771) as well as the wonderfully odd
aerial perspective of the earlier Campo Marzio
Dell’antica Roma (1762) that are particularly
close to Lollar’s signature style especially in the
ceramic fragments devoted to Roman themes,
but also in the highly important early ceramic
works, the vessels and mural commissions.
In this exhibition, Lollar taps two rich and

sophisticated veins of aesthetics, the fragment
and the map. While fragments have an extended
history of appealing to collectors and artists alike,
including not only the immeasurable influence
of unearthed treasures and ruins upon both Renaissance and Romantic artists and poets but,
perhaps more to the point, their impact upon
Modernism. Consider the two great voices of poetry, both of whom labored over a masterpiece in
which one of the most poignant and philosophically rewarding lines, near its end, reads: “These
fragments I have shored against my ruins.” The
line is from T.S. Eliot’s The Waste Land, in which
the continuity of the Thames serves much as the
Tiber does in Lollar’s ceramic works, a work dedicated to Ezra Pound, who edited the poem. One
of the great lessons in the Modernist fragment is
offered by Pound’s enigmatic “Papyrus” (so blunt
it fits parenthetically: “Spring…Too long…Gongula”), which like so many of the briskly “translated” snippets of Classical, Renaissance or Chinese poetry, takes on an evocative power, able to
launch the twentieth-century mind on its own active imaginative course even as it acknowledges,
together with Eliot, the shattered reality of post
World War I consciousness. Rodin, too, knew the
expressive poignancy of the disjointed hand, and
his spiritual heir Giacometti offered his own attenuated interpretation. As with Giacometti and
Pound, for whom the fragment offered an image
that was at once sparely economical (magnum in
parvo, “great things in small”) and infinitely suggestive, Lollar exploits the elegiac potential of the
fragment, which (a master teacher) he poses as
a an irresistible Socratic challenge to the viewer:
Complete this idea from the suggestive detail I
have offered, having retrieved it from history by
chance.

Stoneware Map I of Rome, 24” x 11”

The most notable map in literature is doubtless that of Treasure Island, which Robert Louis
Stevenson finally introduces in Chapter VI, The
Captain’s papers (not in the opening scene, as
many might misremember): “The doctor opened
the seals with great care, and there fell out the
map of an island, with latitude and longitude,
soundings, names of hills and bays and inlets, and
every particular that would be needed to bring a
ship to a safe anchorage upon its shores.” As Stevenson well knew, it is impossible for this stimulus to fail in producing the desired response, the
reader’s complete curiosity. As for maps in art,
the roster of predecessors is as elegant as it is varied, from the Sphinx of Delft (Vermeer) and the
puzzles on the wall of his paintings to Whistler,
whose first engraving was a map now in the collection of Princeton University, and on into contemporary painting with Jasper Johns (perhaps
most iconic), Alleghiero Boetti and Julie Mehretu. While Lollar’s maps bear greater factual
fidelity to their source (a nineteenth century map
of Rome, incidentally), they pose as well the intriguing problem that places the idea of planning
(a city, a life) against the chance operations of
history and nature. Lollar’s own (subtle and unstated) view might well be the irregular outlines
of the fragment, which make the gaps of wall on
which they are placed when formed in a mural
into crooked apertures intervening upon a grid.
Returning to Ezra Pound, and his early poem on
Rome, we are chided by a Modern master into
recalling the hubris of urban planning on a grand
scale:
“O thou new comer who seek’st Rome in Rome
And find’st in Rome no thing thou canst call
Roman;
Arches worn old and places made common,
Rome’s name alone within these walls keeps
home.”
Thomas Lollar is as popular in the contemporary art world as he has been instrumental, one
of those figures who is cheerfully welcomed into
studios, gallery backrooms and museum boardrooms for his benevolent and insightful presence.
While this is based upon his own art, his importance also stems from his patronage, particularly
commissioning prints on behalf of a range of
nonprofit organizations including, for decades,
Lincoln Center, where he served as Director
of Visual Art and presided over the creation of
hundreds of prints and posters. As professor of
ceramics at Columbia University for decades he
adds yet another dimension to his influential
legacy, and this duel role as curator and instructor broadens our appreciation of his intellectual range. Lollar wears his formidable learning
lightly, both in person and in his art, allowing his

